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Abstract. This paper treats the problem of implementing efficiently recursive Horn clauses queries, 
including those with function symbols. In particular, the situation is studied where the initial 
bindings of the arguments in the recursive query goal can be used in the top-down (as in backward 
chaining) execution phase to improve the efficiency and, often, to guarantee the termination of 
the forward chaining execution phase that implements the fixpoint computation for the recursive 
query. A general method is given for solving these queries; the method performs an analysis of 
the binding-passing behavior of the query, and then reschedules the overall execution as two 
fixpoint computations derived as results of this analysis. The first such computation emulates the 
propagation of bindings in ihe top-down phase; the second generates the desired answer by 
proving the goals left unsolved during the previous step. Finally, sufficient conditions for safety 
are derived to ensure that the fixpoint computations are completed in a finite number of steps. 
1. Introduction 
This work id motivated by the belief that an integration of technologies of logic 
programming and databases is highly desirable, and will supply a comer stone of 
fr ture knowledge-based systems [ 15,221. Prolog represents a powerful query 
language for database systems, and can also be used as a general-purpose language 
for application development, particularly in the symbolic manipulation and expert 
system areas [27]. However, Prolog’s sequential execution model and the spurious 
nonlogical constructs thus grafted on the language constitute serious drawbacks for 
database applications since 
(i) they imply a one-tuple-at-the-time, nested-loop join strategy which is not 
well&uited for parallel processing, and tends to be inefficient when the fact base is 
stored on disk, and 
(ii) the programmer must guarantee the performance and the termination of the 
program by carefully ordering rules and goals- a. policy that limits the ease-of-use 
of the language and the data independence of applications written in it. 
* Part of this work was done while this author was visiting at MCC. 
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Thus, we should move beyond Prolog, to a pure logic-based language amenable 
to secondary storage and parallel implementation, where the system assumes 
responsibility for efficient execution of correct programs-an evolution similar to 
that of databases from early navigational systems to relational ones. Towards this 
ambitious objective, we take the approach of compiling the intentional information 
expressed as Horn clauses and queries into set-oriented processing primitives, such 
as relational algebra, to be executed on the extensional database (fact base). This 
is a simple process for Horn clauses containing only nonrecursive predicates with 
simple variables, inasmuch as these rules basically correspond to the derived join- 
select-project views of relational databases [21]. Horn clauses, however, contain 
two powerful constructs not found in the relational calculus: one is recursion, which, 
e.g., entails the computation of closures, the other is general unification, which, via 
the use of function symbols, can be used to support complex a$nd flexible structures 
(not just flat tuples as in relational databases). The efficient implementation of these 
two powerful constructs poses some interesting problems [S, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18, 
22, 25, 26, 281. Fdr instance, the technique of using the query constants to search 
the database fhciently (pushing selection) is frequently inapplicable to recursive 
predicates [ 11. Moreover, the issue of safety, which in relational databases i solved 
by simple syntactic conditions on the query language, here requires a complex 
analysis on the bindings passed upon unification [23,29]. 
This paper studies the problem of implementing safely and efficiently recursive 
Horn clauses in the presence of query constants. For this purpose, it introduces a 
powerful technique, called the Generalized Counting Method, which, in many cases, 
is more effective in dealing with recursive predicates with function symbols than 
those previously known [S, 6, 11, 17, 221. 
ro: SGb, Y) :- P(x, ~11, SW,, YJ, WY, yJ. 
r, : SG(x, x) :- H(x). 
Fig. 1. The same-generation example. 
2. Fixpoint evaluation of recursive queries 
Take the recursive rule of Fig. I, where P(x, x,) is a database predicate describing 
that x1 is the parent of X, and H(x) is a database predicate describing all humans.’ 
Then, a query such as 
61: WC, Y)? 
defines all persons that are of the same generation. The answer to this query can 
’ A predicate that only unifies with facts will be called a database predicate. A database relation 
be thought of as a set of facts with the same predicate symbol and same number of arguments. 
can 
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be computed as the least fixpoint of the following function over relations: 
f(fW = n,,H w Q(( w2=1 SW &=2 p)a 
Our function $ is defined by a relational algebra expression having as operands the 
constants H and P and the variable SG. (H and P denote the database relations 
with respective predicate symbols H and P and respective arities 1 and 2-whereas 
SG is an unknown relation with arity 2.) Therefore, the computation of the least 
fixpoint can proceed by setting the initial value of SG to the empty set and computing 
f(SG). Thenf(SG) b ecomes the new value for SC and this iterative step is repeated 
until no more tuples can be added to SG, which then yields the answer to the 
query. Since all goals in a Horn clause are positive, the corresponding relational 
expression is monotonic w.r.t. the ordering on relations defined by set containment. 
Thus, there exists a unique least fixpoint [2Q]. The fixpoint computation approach, 
refined with the differential techniques, such as those described in [3,4], supplies 
an efficient algorithm for implementing queries with no bound argument. This 
approach, however, becomes inefficient for common queries, such as G2 below, 
where arguments are either constant or otherwise bound to a small set of elements: 
G2: SGCjohn, y)? 
This query retrieves all humans of the same generation as “john”. A naive 
application of the fixpoint approach here implies generating all possible pairs of 
humans in the same generation, to discard then all but those having “john” as their 
first component. Much more efficient strategies are possible; Prolog’s backward 
chaining, for instance, propagates all the bindings downwards, during the top-down 
phase (from the goal to database), then, during the bottom-up phase, it uses only 
those database facts that were found relevant in the previous phase. (For the exayqple 
at hand, the only relevant facts are those describing ancestors of “john”.) In 
traditional databases this top-down binding propagation strategy corresponds to 
the well-known optimization technique of pushing selection inside the relational 
algebra expressions. We need here to extend and generalize this technique to the 
case of recursive predicates. 
The importance of the problem previously considered is underscored by the safety 
problem that may arise for logic programs uch ds the same-generation example 
without the H(x) goal in the rule rl of Fig. 1. In this case, although the answer to 
the query SGCjohn, y)? remains the same according to the fixpoint based semantics 
given in [24], a fixpoint computation is no longer a viable approach for constructing 
it since in (1) the database relation H is to by replaced by the whole Herbrand 
universe. This is, in general, large or even infinite when function symbols or com- 
parison predicates are involved. In reality, strategies based on binding propagation 
(such as the one of Prolog) avoid this safety problem since they only invoke the 
yule rl with the first argument bound. (We note that Prolog may fail if the ordering 
of predicates in the rules is not appropriate for its resolution strategy.) We propose 
a method, called the Generalized Counting hod, which recasts the query into a 
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pair of fixpoint computations uch that the first computation implements the top- 
down propagation of bound values and the second one is a modified and safe 
version of the original bottom-up fixpoint computation. More precisely, the basic 
approach of the Generalized Counting Method co qsists of the following steps: 
0 i 
(ii) 
. . . 
( ) 111 
a symbolic analysis of the binding propagatic nbehavior during the top-down 
phase, and using the results of this analysis, 
the computation of special sets (i.e., the counting sets and the supplementary 
counting sets) that actually implement he top-down propagation of bound 
values, 
a modified bottom-up computation that generates the values satisfied by the 
queries (independently from the ordering of rules and goals). 
The Generalized Counting Method also 1 supports the implementation of queries 
on logic programs with function symbols, such as the merge example of Fig. 2. 
r. : 
r, : 
r,: 
r3 : 
MW*YJ,*Y,,X-W) :- MG(y,x, my,, w), x2x1. 
MGWYJ, l Y~,x, 4 :- MG(x*y,y,, w), xcx,. 
MG(ni1, x, x). 
MG(x, nil, x). 
Fig. 2. Merging two sorted lists. 
The problem of supporting nonrecursive Horn clauses with function symbols was 
studied in 1281. Since predicates have structured arguments (for instance, the first 
argument in the head of rl in Fig. 2 has x and y as subarguments), an Extended 
Relational Algebra (ERA) was proposed in 1281 to deal with them. A first operator, 
called extended select-project, entails the selection of subcomponents in complex 
arguments (in this particular case where the dot is our (infix) function symbol, this 
operator performs “car” and “cdr” operations on dotted lists). The second operator, 
called a combirse, allows one to build complex arguments from simpler ones (on a 
dotted list, this corresponds to the “cons” operator). Nonrecursive Horn clauses 
can be implemented as ERA expressions [28,29]. Moreover, since functions defined 
using ERA expressions are still monotonic, the basic fixpoint computation approach 
(bottom-up execution) remains applicable to predicates with function symbols. 
In the case of recursive Horn clauses with function symbols, the safety issue on 
the applicability of the fixpoint approach becomes crucial since the Herbrand 
universe is infinite. Thus every single step of the fixpoint computation may entail 
to consider elational expressions having infinite relations as operands. In addition, 
the safety issue concerned with the termination of the fixpoint computation is to 
be considered. For instance, the relations representing all possible sets of values 
for x and x1 in our rules of Fig. 2 are infinite; furthermore, even if we restrict hese 
variables to a finite set, rules rl and r2 would generate longer and longer lists at 
each step of the fixpoint computation, which therefore becomes a nonterminating 
one. In reality, safety problems are avoided because a procedure, such as that of 
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Fig. 2, is only invoked as a goal with certain arguments bound, in order to derive 
the unbound ones. Typically, for instance, the first two arguments are given to derive 
the third one. 
In conclusion, an effective usage of the binding information available during the 
top-down phase is vital for performance reasons and to avoid safety problems. The 
Generalized Counting Method is able to deal with these problems. In particular, 
this method is more powerful than methods previously proposed in the literature 
with respect o the treatment of recursive predicates with function symbols. For 
instance, the queries on the MG example of Fig. 2 cannot be handled with the 
methods proposed in [22] that do not allow for function symbols on the right side 
of rules. 
3. Binding-passing property 
In a logic program LP, a predicate P (with symbol p) is said to imply a predicate 
0 (with symbol q), written P+ Q if there is a rule in LP with predicate q as the 
head predicate symbol and predicate symbol p in the body, or there exists a P’ 
where P + P’ and p’+ Q (transitivity). Then any predicate P such that P + P will 
be called recursive. Two predicates P and Q are called mutually recursive if P+ Q 
and Q + l? Then the sets of all predicates in LP can be divided into recursive 
predicates and nonrecursive ones (such as database predicates). The implication 
relationship can then be used to partition the recursive predicates into disjoint 
subclasses of mutually recursive predicate? which we shall call recursive strong 
components, with their graph representation i  mind. All predicates in the same 
recursive strong component must be solved together-they cannot be solved one at 
a time. 
For the LP of Fig. 1, SG is the recursive predicate (a singleton recursive strong 
component), and H and P are database predicates. However, in the discussion 
which follows, H and P couJd be any predicates that can be solved independently 
of SG; thus they could be derived predicates-even recursive ones-as long as they 
are not mutually recursive with SG. Finally, it should be clear that here “john” is 
used as a placeholder for any constant; thus the method proposed here can be used 
to support any goal with the same binding pattern. 
Formally, therefore, we shall study the problem of implementing a query Q that 
can be modelled as triplet (6, LP, D), where 
LP is a set of Horn clauses, with head predicates all belonging to one recursive 
strong component, say C; 
G is the goal, consisting of a predicate in C with some bound arguments; 
D is a set of Claus (rules and facts) defining the remaining predicates in the 
bodies of the LP-rules, which are either nonrecursive or belong to recursive strong 
components other than C. 
The predicates in C will be called the w+~struc@d predicates (c-predicates for 
short) and those in D the datum predicats. For instance, if our goal is G2: SWohn, 
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x)? on the LP of Fig. 1, then SG is our c-predicate (a singleton recursive strong 
component) and P and H are our datum predicates. 
In general, datum predicates are tnose that can be solved independently of the 
c-predicates; therefore, besides database predicates, they could also include more 
general predicates, such as comparison predicates ard recursive predicates not in 
the same recursive strong component as the head predicates. Take, for instance, the 
LP of Fig. 2, with goal MG( 1, Lz, y)? where L, and L2 denote arbitrary given lists. 
Here MG is our c-predicate and the comparison predicates 3 and c are our datums. 
The <-predicate could, for instant e, stand for a database predicate (e.g., if there if 
a finite set of characters and their lexicographical order is explicitly stored: a c b, b < 
c, . . . ) or it could stand for a built-in predicate that evaluates to false or true when 
invoked as a goal with both arguments bound, or, with integers defined using Peano’s 
axioms, it could be the recursive predicate of Fig. 3. 
r,: xc s(x). 
r, : x-a(y) :-xcy. 
Fig. 3. The “less-than” relationship for integers represented by using the successor notation. 
Exit rules and recursive rules: A rule with a recursive predicate R as its head will 
be called recursive if its body contains some predicate from the same recursive 
strong component as _p; it will be called an exit rule, otherwise. 
For notational convenience, we shall always index the recusive rules starting from 
zero and ending with 1y1- 1, ro, . . . , rm-l, where m denotes the number of recursive 
rules under consideration. For instance, in Fig. 2, r. and rl are the recursive rules, 
while r2 and r3 are the exit rules. 
3.1. Binding propagation 
Datum predicates propagate bindings from the bound arguments in the heads of 
the rules to arguments of the c-predicate occurrences in their bodies. We assume 
that our only datums are database and comparison predicates (in Section 4.4, we 
shall discuss the general case). Then the binding propagation in a rule ri can be 
defined as follows. Say that B is a set of variables of ri (they can be thought of as 
bound variables). Then the set of variables bound in ri by B will be denoted Bt (or 
B+ when ri is understood) and is recursively defined as follows: 
(i) (Basis): every variable appearing in B is also in B+ 
(ii) (induction) (a) Database predicates: if some variable in a database predicate 
is in B+, then all the other variables occurring in that predicate are in B+. 
(15) Comparison predicates: if we have an equality, such 3s x = expression or 
expression = X, and all the variable_. in expression aA*e in B+, then x is in 
B+ as well. 
Let P be a predicate in the body of ri. Then, an argument of P will be said to 
be bound by B when all its variables are bound by B. If all arguments of P are 
bound by B, then we shall say that the predicate P is solved by B. 
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Let S be a set of indices denoting bound arguments in the head predicate R of 
rip i.e., the index j in S means that the jth argument of R is bound. Let Bs be the 
set of all variables, appearing in the §-arguments of R.2 Moreover, let T be the set 
of indices denoting the arguments bound by Bs in a c-predicate occurrence P in 
the body of ri (T may be empty). Then we shall say that ri maps the set of bound 
S-arguments of its head into the set of bound T-arguments of P. 
Say that 
(a) VU denotes the set of all variables appearing in datum predicates of ri that 
are not solved by Bs, or in unbound arguments of the head of ri (i.e., those not in 
9; 
(b) V, denotes the set of variables appearing in arguments or c-predicates in the 
body of ri that are not bound by Bs. 
All variables in URs = Bi n ( VU u Vc) are called the unreduced variables in ri for 
S and play a crucial role in the Generalized Counting Method, as will be shown 
later in the paper. 
Say, for instance, that the first argument of SG in the head of the rule r. in Fig. 1 
is bound, thus S = (1). Then B, = {x} and xl is bound by {x} via the database 
predicate P, so Bt = {x, x,}. Therefore, the bindings propagate from the argument 
1 of SG (in the head) to the argument 1 of SG (in the body). P(x, x,) is solved by 
B, in r,, whereas P(y, yl) and SG(x, , y,) are not. Moreover, the set of unreduced 
variables in the rule r. of Fig. 1 for S = { 1) is empty. Let us now consider the rule 
r. of the example in Fig. 2. If the bound arguments of MG in the head are denoted 
by S = 1,2, then B1,2 = B12 = {x, y, x1, yl}. The predicate x 3 x1 is solved by B1,2 
whereas the predicate MG in the body is not. We have that Vv = {x, w} and I$ = {w}, 
so U&,2 =B12n(VUu l&)=(x}. 
To see an example of an unreduced variable appearing in unsolved datum 
predicates, consider the rule r. of the logic program in Fig. 4, where A and B are 
database predicates. If the bound argument of R is S = {l}, then Bt = (~1 and 
BT = {x, x1, x2, x3} and the predicates y 3 y1 and x1 > y are not solved by B1. 
Moreover, VU = {y, x1, yJ and VC = b2, yd so UK = 1x1 9 xzh 
r, : W, Y) :- Ah, ~1, x2, 4, W,, x, l Y,), Y ~YY,, x1 <Y. 
r, : w, Y) :- m Y). 
Fig. 4. A logic program with unreduced variables. 
3.2. Binding graph of a query 
The binding graph of a query is a directed (multi)graph having nodes of the form 
Ps where P is a c-predicate symbol and S denotes its bound arglaments, and whose 
arcs are labelled by the pair [ri, v], where ri is the index to a recursive rule, and v 
is a zero-base index to c-predicate occurrences in the body of this rule, i.e., 0 is the 
2 By S-arguments we mean the arguments denoted by the set of indices S. Besides, we often represent 
an index set without parentheses; thus 1 stands for { 1) and 1,2 stands for {I, 2). 
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index to the c-predicate occurrence, 1to the second one, etc. (the zero base is chosen 
to simplify the counting operations). The binding graph M, for a query Q = 
(G(xb, LB, D), where n is the list of arguments in the query goal, is constructed as 
follows: 
(i) If S denotes the nonempty set of bound arguments in the query goal G(x), 
then GS is the source node of M,. 
(ii) If there exists a node RS in MQ and there is a recursive rule ri in LB with 
head predicate symbol R that maps the bound arguments ofthe head predicate 
into the bound arguments T of the vth c-predicate occurrence and this has 
symbol P, then PT is also a node of MO, and there is an arc labelled [ri, v] 
from RS to PT. 
Figure 5(a) shows the binding graph for a query on the rules of Fig. 1, that binds 
uments. (We refer to this as a query SG’*’ and we shall use the same 
b 
Fig. 5. Binding graphs. 
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notation for the other queries.) Figure S(b) shows the graph for a query M@* on 
the rules of Fig. 2. Finally, Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) show the binding graphs for two 
queries W’ and R* respectively, both on the rules of Fig. 4. Figure S(e) shows a 
binding graph for a nonlinear query (i.e., a query having a rule with more than one 
c-predicate in the body). The query is P*,* and the logic program is shown in Fig. 6. 
We can now enunciate our key pr 3perty. 
Binding-passing property: A query Q will be said to have the binding-passing 
property if, for each node RS of its binding graph, S is not empty. 
r,: Pk Y) :- 4k XI 9 $1, ax,, Y), &k x4, x*), Q(XZ, y.), BJy, 2). 
r1: ax, Y) :- B4(x, w, 21, m, y)* 
r2: W, Y) :- Wx, y). 
Fig. 6. Nonlinear logic program. 
Thus the queries whose binding graphs are shown in Figs. 5(a), S(b), 5(c) and 
S(e) respectively have the binding-passing property, whereas the query whose 
binding graph is in Fig. 5(d) does not. 
The binding-passing property guarantees that bindings can be passed down to 
any level of recursion. Our binding graph is similar to the rule/goal graph described 
in [22] and is an extension of the binding graph presented in [17]. We point out 
that we assume that the binding is propagated through an argument of a c-predicate 
only if the whole argument is bound. A more detailed analysis could consider that 
the binding can also be passed through partially bound arguments of c-predicates, 
but this is left as a topic for future research. 
The binding passing property needs to be checked only once for any given binding 
pattern in the query (e.g., at compile time); moreover, the following proposition 
guarantees that binding graphs can be constructed efficiently. 
Proposition 3.1. Let Q = (G, LP, D) be a query such that there is a bound on the arity 
of the predicates in LP. Then 
(a) the binding graph of Q can be constructed in time linear in the size of LP and 
G; 
(b) the binding-passing property of Q can be tested in time linear in the size of LP 
and 6. 
Proof. Let Mo be the binding graph of Q. We show that the binding graph can be 
actually constructed in O(s + g) time, where g is the size of the goal G and s is the 
size of the logic program LP. We start from the query goal G. Obviously, the source 
node is determined in O(g) time. The other nodes and all arcs are determined as 
follows. Let RS be a node in M, that has already been determined. Let ri be a 
recursive rule such that the predicate symbol of its head is R and let t be the size 
of the rule. We determine the set Bs of all variables in the arguments S of the head 
predicate, while reading the rule, in O(t) time. With a little more effort, but yet in 
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0( 1) time, we construct a bipartite undirected graph whose nodes are all predicates 
in the rule (including the head predicate) and all variables in ri. There are arcs from 
each of the above predicates to all variables appearing in it. Besides, if the predicate 
is an equality predicate x = expression or expression = X, we mark every arc from 
the predicate to the variable x (obviously, there can be at most two marked arcs 
leaving the equality predicate). Then, we mark all variables in &. For each marked 
variable, we remove all arcs leaving it. Moreover, for each removed arc, if the target 
abase predicate, we mark all variables that are the source of other arcs 
entering the predicate. If the target node of the removed arc is an equality predicate 
with only one remaining incoming arc and if this arc is a marked one, we also mark 
the source (variable) node of the marked arc. We continue the above steps until 
the arcs leaving all marked (variable) nodes are removed. It is easy to see that the 
set Bg of variables bound by Bs consists of all marked variables and thus it is 
constructed in O(t) time. At this point, all arcs leaving RS in Mo with label ri and 
the corresponding target nsdes can be easily constructed by just determining the 
bound arguments in every c-predicate in the body of ri, i.e., those arguments that 
do not contain unmarked variables. Therefore, the graph M, can be constructed 
in O(g + 2k x s) time since the total sum of the size of the rules is equal to the size 
s of LP and the same rule can be used to generate arcs for at most 2l different 
index sets S, where k^ is the maximum predicate arity. Since k” is bound by hypcthesis, 
the graph is constructed in time linear in the size of the logic program and the query 
goal. Obviously, testing whether every node R” has -tn empty index set S can be 
done in 0( s + g) time while constructing the graph, thus the binding-passing property 
can be tested in linear time as well. c4 
“Ye now introduce a characterization of the nodes in the binding graph that will 
be used later in the description of the Generalized Counting Method. Let Q be a 
query and M, be its binding graph. A node RS in MQ is 
(a) strongk’y reduced if, for every arc (A’, Pi‘) (say with label [ ri, v]) in MQ such 
that the node RS is reachable from P’, no database predicate in the body of ri is 
solved by Bs,~ thus the binding is directly .propagated without using database 
predicates; 
(b) reduced if, for every arc (Q’, Rs) (say with label [ri, v]), either 
(i) 
(ii) 
the rule ri has only one c-predicate in its body and there are no unreduced 
variables in ri for S, or 
Q’ is strongly reduced and no database predicate in the body of ri is 
solved by Bs. Also in such cases, the binding is directly propagated 
without using database predicates. 
Obviously, if a node is strongly reduced, it is also reduced. We point out that 
strongly reduced nodes arise in many logic programs with function symbols (see, 
for instance, the list merge example of Fig. 2). 
3 Recall that B,- is the set of all variables appearing in the g-arguments of the head of r,. 
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A binding graph is re&ceci if all its nodes are reduced. 
Consider the query SG1 on the logic program of Fig. 1, whose binding graph is 
similar to the one shown in Fig. 5(a). The node of this graph is reduced because 
the rule pi has no unreduced variables for S = { 1); so the bindifig graph is reduced. 
Consider now the node MGls2 in the binding graph of Fig. 5(b). This node is strongly 
reduced since the rules labelling its incoming arcs have no solved database predicates. 
So this binding graph is reduced. The node R’ in the binding graph of Fig. 5(d) is 
not reduced since the rule r. in Fig. 4 has two unreduced variables for S = (1). 
Therefore, this binding graph is not reduced. Finally, consider the binding graph 
of Fig. 5(e). The node PI,* is not strongly reduced, so the node Q’** (appearing in 
a nonlinear rule) is not reduced. Hence, the graph is not reduced. 
Proposition 3.2. Let Q = (G, LP, D) be Q query such that there is a bound on the arity 
of the predicates in LP. Then testing whether the binding graph of Q is reduced con 
be done in time O(s + m*), where s is the size of LP and m is the number of recursive 
rules in LP. 
Proof. We first of all determine strongly reduced nodes. For every arc (Q’, P’) 
(say with label [ri, Y]), we construct B$ in O(t) time, where t is the size of the rule 
ri (see the algorithm sketched in the proof of Proposition 3.1). Then we test whether 
there is some database predicate in ri that is solved by Bg; if not, we mark. the arc. 
Obviously, testing and ma:king the arc can be done in O(t) time. So the complexity 
of marking all arcs is O(2” x s), where k^ is the maximum predicate arity in LP. We 
now reverse the direction of all arcs in the binding graph. A node RS is strongly 
reduced if all arcs reachable from it are marked. Using a t; ansitive closure algorithm, 
it is easy to see that condition (a) can be tested in time 0(2$x raz x2’~ m), because 
the number of both nodes and arcs is bound by 2’ x m. Hence, since k^ is bound by 
hypothesis, the strongly reduced nodes are determined in time O(s -b m*). In order 
to check whether a node RS is reduced, we only need to consider every arc entering 
RS, say ( Qs, RS) with label [ri, V] and to construct he set of unreduced variables 
in ri for T. Again, this step can be easily done in O(t) time, where t is the size of 
the rule ri. On the other hand, it is already known whether or not Q’ is strongly 
reduced and the number of c-predicates in :hc body of ri can be computed in O(t) 
time. Therefore, the condition for RS to be reduced can be tested in O(t) time. It 
follows that all reduced nodes can be determined in time 0(2k^ x s) and, then, in 
O(s) time. Hence, testing whether the binding graph is reduced can be done in 
O(s+m*). IX 
. The Generalize 
We now present a method to implement logic queries which have the binding- 
passing property defined in the previous ection. This method, called the Generaked 
Counting Method, is an extension of the counting method described in [ 173 for 
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solving a particular class of logic queries without function symbols and without 
comparison predicates. An informal description of tl,e: counting method was first 
given in [S]. 
I’he generalized counting method recasts a query into a pair of fixpoint computs- 
tions that are, in general, more efficient than computing the query via a single 
fixpoint computation or using other techniques for its resolution (see [7,13] for a 
description of the efficient behavior of the method). Besides, every step of the tq?o 
fixpoint computations i safe (i.e., it can be carried out in a finite amount of time) 
in a larger number of cases with respect o ths single fixpoint computation (see 
Section 5.1). Finally, there are sufl%ient conditions for the termination of the two 
fixpoint computations that cover a large number of cases. 
While the pair of fixpoint computations could be expressed irectly in terms of 
relational algebra [17], reasons of simplicity, expressivity and independence from 
the target implementation language suggest to represent i by recursive rules. Thus 
the Generalized Counting Method can be viewed as a rule rewriting system that 
maps a query Q = (G, LP, 0) into an equivalent query Q = (G, m, D) that can be, 
in general, computed safely and efficiently using the fixpoint approach described 
in Section 2. In m we find two new sets of rules, called counting rules and 
supplementary counting rdes, that perform the top-down propagation of bound 
values; in addition, we find every rule of LP transformed into one or more rules 
(rnod$ed rttles) that perform the bottom-up computation of the final answer. 
4.1. Counting and supplementary counhg rules 
The overall translation process consi;is of 
(i) the generation of counting and supplementary counting sets to perform the 
toplown propagation of bound values, and 
(ii) the modification of the original goal and rules to take advantage of the 
counting sets. 
To generate counting sets, a number of new predicate symbols are introduced, 
one for each node of the binding graph A& of Q. Thus, for each node RS, we 
introduce a new predicate cnt.RS with ISI + 3 arguments. Thus, there is an argument 
for each bound argument in the head of the original rule, plus three additional 
integer arguments respectively recording 
(i) the level of the recursive call, 
(ii) the recursive rule used and 
(iii) the c-predicate occurrence used in the body of the rule. 
Exit counting rules 
The first counting rule is generated by the source node in &, say Gs, which 
corresponds to the query goal. Say that the query goal has n =[S(s 1 bound 
arguments with respective values a,, . . . , a,.4 Then we introduce the follop&ig clause 
4 Here and elsewhere, arguments as well as variabies are listed in the order they appear in the original 
rule. 
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for the counting set: 
cnt.&(N, 0,&q , . . . , a,). 
Recursive coun8ing rules 
There is a recursive cou9ting rule for each arc in M, as follows; for an arc 
labelled [ri, V] from node RS to node P’, we add the rule 
wkere 
(i! 
(ii) 
. . . 
( ) 111 
( ) iv 
cnt.PT(j+l,mxk+i,pxh+zy,,...,yl) 
:- cnt.RS(j,k,h,xl ,..., x,)& ,..., Qfl 
x1, . . . y x, are the bound arguments in the head of ri (i.e., those in S), 
,vl,. . . , yl are the bound arguments in the vth c-predicate of Pi (i.e., those 
in T), 
Q* )...T Qq are aJl datum predicatea f ri that are solved by the set cf all 
variables in the arguments S of the head predicate. 
j, k and h are the running indices, -Me m and p are constants characterize !’ 
as follows: 
l m is the total number of recursive rules, 
@ p denotes the total numbct of c-predicates in the body of ri* 
It should be clear that in the rule above we have taken liberties with the not&ion 
by representing operations on indices directly by tht it arithmetic expression rtither 
than introducing qew goals, such as “j’ is j + 1 “, “k’ is ?II x k + i” and W is p x h + s”, 
and then writing the head as cn!.P’( j’, k’, h’, y, , . . . , yl), as required, say, in Prolog. 
But we have used this more concise notation since it is suggestive of the counting 
operations to be petiormed during the fixpoint computation. 
Informally described, the counting ru?es are codstructed by eliminating all 
unsolved datum predicates and all c-predicates in the body but the one uneer 
consideration by exchanging this c-predicate with that in the head, and by replacing 
the unbound arguments of these two c-predicates with the three indrces. Note that, 
while there are as many counting rules as arcs in the graph, there are only as many 
counting predicates as there are :qodes. Figures 7(a), 7(b), 7(c) and 7(d) show the 
counting rules for the queries SGi*2, MGZw2, R’ and P’ on the logic programs of 
Figs. 1, 2, 4 and 6 respectively. The figures also contain sug@ementary counting 
rules that will be explained next. 
In the top-down generation of the counting sets we often generate additional 
values that are needed in t3e successive bcttom-up computation. For instance, in 
the merge example of Fig. 7, we generate iAsk +b Lvalues of x in rule r. and those of x1 
in rl that must be saved for later use in the bottom-up phase (note that such variables 
are unreduced). 
Supplementary counting variables 
Consider a node RS in &. In M,, there is a bundle of arcs leaving Rs S:5ekd 
with the same rule ri, one arc for each c-predicate in the body of ri. We may need 
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Counting rules: 
cnt.SCi’*2(0, 0  0, a, 6). 
cnt.SG’~2(j+1,1xk+0,1~h+0,x’,y’) :- cnt.SG’*2(j, S h, x, y), P(x, x’), Wy, Y’). 
Supplementary counting rules: None 
(a) Rules for the query SG(a, b)? 
Counting rules; 
cnt.MG’*‘(O, 0,0, L’, L2). 
cnt.MG’*‘(j+1,2xk+O, lxh+O,y,x’ l yl) :- cnt.MGlB2(j, h, h, x l y, x1 l y,), x 2 x1. 
cnt.MG’*2(j + 1,2 x k + 1,l x h +0, x l y, y,) :- cnt.MGls2(j, h, h, x l y, xl l yl), x < X’ . 
Supplementary counting rules: 
spcnt.MG1*2.r0(j+1,2xk+0,1xh+0,x) :- cnt.MG**2(j,k,h,x~y,xl~yl), x2x,. 
spcnt.MG1~2.r’(j+1,2xk+0,1xh+0,xl) :- cnt.MG**2(j,k,h,x~y,xl~y’),x<x’. 
(b) Rules for the query MG( L, , L2, w)? 
Counting rules: 
cnt.R’(O, O,O, a). 
cnt.R’(j+ 1, h, h, x1) :- cnt.R’(j, k, h, x), A(x, xl, x2, x3). 
Supplementary counting rules: 
spcnt.R’.r,(j, k, h, x, x1, x2) :- cnt.R’(j, h, h, x), A(x, x1, x2, x3). 
(c) Rules for the query R(a, y)? 
Counting rides :
cnt.P’(O, 0,0, a). 
cnt.Q1(j+1,2xk,2x h,x,) :- cnt.P’(j, S h, x), 4(x, xl, x3), B2(x, x4, x21. 
cnt.Q’(j+ 1,2 x k, 2 x h + 1, x2) :- cntJ’(j, k h, x), 4(x, xl, ~4, B2k x4, ~2). 
cnt.P1(j+1,2~k+l,2xh,z) .- cntQ’(j,k,h,~),I3~(x,w,z). 
Supplementary coun ring rules :
spcnt.P’.r,( j, k, h, x, x1, x2) :- cnt.P’(j, S h x), 4(x, xl, x3), B,(x, x4, x2)* 
spcnt.Q’.r,( j, k, h, x, z) :- cnt.Q’( j, k, h, x), B4(x, w, z). 
(cl) Rules for the query P(a, y)? 
Fig. 7. Counting and supplementary counting rules. 
to save the values of some variables in rj for the subsequent bottom-up phase. The 
set of such variables, called supplementary counting variables, is denoted by V,, and 
is defined as follows. Let BS be the set of all variables appearing in the bound 
arguments of the head of ri (i.e., those in S), let URs be the set of unreduced 
variables in ri for S, and BC be the set of all variables appearing in some bound 
argument of a c-predicate in the body of ri that is bound by Bs. 
(a) If URs is not empty and MQ is reduced, then Vi,, = URs (see the example 
in Fig. 7(b)). 
(b) If URs is not empty and M, is not reduced, then V’, = URs u BC u Bs (see 
the example in Fig. 7(c)). 
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(c) If URs is empty and M, is reduced, then V,, is empty (see the example in 
Fig. 7(a)). 
(d) If URs is empty and RS is not reduced, then V,, = BC u Bs (see the example 
in Fig. 7(d)). 
Supplementary counting rules 
We shall add a supplementary counting rule for each bundle of arcs labelled with 
the same rule out of a node for which the set of supplementary counting variables 
is not empty. If ri is the rule labelling a bundle leaving, say, node iis, then, using 
the counting set for RS, we write 
spent.ri.RS(j, k, A, ~1,. . . , z,) :- cnt.RS( j, k, h, ~1, - . . , x,,), Q1 9 . l . , Qq, 
where 
0 i x 1,. . . , x, denote the bound arguments in the head of ri (i.e., these in S), 
(ii) z I,..., z, are the supplementary counting variables, 
(iii) 919 l . l 9 Qq are the datum predicates of ri that are solved by the set of all 
variables appearing in the arguments S of the heao predicate of ri. 
4.2. Modified rules 
ModiJied recursive rules 
A number of new predicate symbols are introduced, one for each node in M,, 
to replace the c-predicate symbols in LP. For each node in MO, there are as many 
modified rules as there are bundles of arcs from the node labelled with the same 
rule. Thus, let RS be a node in MO and ri be the label of a bundle of arcs leaving 
RS; then we introduce the following rule (again we take liberties with the notation 
by denoting with (k - i)/ m an integer division that succeeds only if the remainder 
is zero): 
:- spcnt.RS.ri(j- 1, (k- i)/m, h/p, ~1,. . . , zt), &, . . . , $‘-I, W,. . . y Wq- 
where 
0 i u 12..., u, are the unbbund arguments in the head of ri (i.e., those that do 
not belong to S) if the binding graph is reduced; otherwise they are all arguments 
in the head; 
(ii) spcnt.RS.ri(j-l,(k-i)/m, h/p, z1 ,..., z,) is the supplementary counting 
predicate, if any, with z1 , . . . , z,, t > 0 supplementary counting variables; 
(iii) W, , . . . , Wq are the datum predicates of ri that are not solved by the set of 
all variables appearing in the arguments S of the head predicate; 
(iv) I&... , fip-, are the modified c-predicate occurrences in the body of ri, 
constructed as follows: say that there is an arc labelled [ri, v] from RS to PT, and 
X11,.’ .9 x1 are the unbound arguments in the vth c-predicate of ri (i.e., those not in 
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graph is reduced, otherwise they are all the arguments in the 
(v) j, k and h are the running indices, while m, i and p are constants respectively 
denoting the total number of recursive rules, the index of the rule labelling the arc, 
and the total number of c-predicates in the body of this rule. These indexing 
operations reverse those performed when building the counting sets. 
In other words, one has to take the original rule ri, eliminate all solved datum 
predicates, remove the bound arguments of all c-predicates (including the one in 
the head) if the binding graph is reduced, introduce the three indexes (after suitable 
indexing operations) and, finally, add the supplementary countin predicate, if any. 
Figures g(a), 8(b), 8(c) and 8(d) show the modified recursive rules for the usual 
queries SG’**, MG’-*, R’ and P’. These figures also contain modified exit rules and 
goal rules that will be explained next. 
ModijFed exit rules 
Say that RS is a node of M, and there is an exit rule ri with head predicate R 
Then we add the following modified exit rule: 
RS(j,k,h,u, ,..., u,) :- cnt.RS(j,k,h,x, ,..., x1), W, ,..., Wq, 
where 
0 i u I,*=*, u,, are the unbound arguments in the head of ri (i.e., those which 
do not belong to S) if the binding graph is reduced; otherwise they are all the 
arguments of the head predicate; 
(ii) cnt.R’(j, S h, x1, . . . , x,) is the counting predicate, with x1, . . . , xl the bound 
arguments in ri’s head: 
(iii) W,, . . . , Wn are the predicates in the body of ri. 
Thus the exit rules are generated by introducing the indices, removing the bound 
arguntznts in the head if the binding graph is reduced, and then adding the counting 
set to the body of the rule. 
Goal rule 
In order to unify the initial query goal with the corresponding modified c-predicate, 
a new rule, called the goal rule, is added to p. If &u,, . . . , up) is the original 
query goal with bound arguments denoted by S, then the goal rule is 
ecu up) l,***, :- &(8,0,0,x1,...., x,), 
where 
(1) q=p andx,=u,,...,x,,= up if the binding graph is not reduced, or 
(2) Xl,**=, xs are the unbound arguments in es if the binding graph is reduced 
(recall that es is the source node of the binding graph). 
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ModiJed recursive rule : 
SG’**(j - 1, S h) :- SG’**(j, k, h). 
Modt$ed exit rule: 
SG’**(j, k, h) :- cnt.CSG’**(j, k, h, x), H(x). 
Goal rule: 
SG(a, 6) :- SG1*2(0, 0,O). 
(a) Rules fos the query SG(a, b)? 
ModiJied recursive rules: 
MG’**(j - 1, $, h, x l w) :- spcnt.NIG’*‘.r,(j - 1, Sk, h, x), MG***(j, k, h, w). 
MG’**(j - 1, i( k - l), h, x, l w) :- spcnt.MG’**.r,(j - 1, $(k - l), h, x1), MG’**(j, k, h, w). 
Modijicd exit rules: 
MGlB2(j9 k, h, x) :- cnt.MG’**(j, k, h, nil, x). 
MG’**(j, k, h, x) :- cnt.MG’**(j, k, h, x, nil). 
Goal rule: 
MG( L, , L2, w) :- MGlw2(0, 0, 0, w). 
(b) Rules for the query MG(L,, LZ, w)? 
Modified recursive rule : 
~‘(j-l,Sh,x,~):-spcnt.~‘.~,(j-1,Sh,x,x~,x2),~’(j,k,h,x~,x2=~~), Y”Y~,XI<Y. 
Modiijed exit rule: 
R’(j, S h, X,Y) :- cnt.R’(j, S h, x), W,Y). 
Goal rule: 
Na, Y) :- N4 (40, a, Y). 
(c) Rules for the query R(a, y)? 
Modified recursive rules : 
P1(j-1,~~~h,x,y):-spcnt.P1.r,(j-1,~~~6,x.,xl,x2),Q1(j,~h,x,,y),~1(j,~h 
+ 1, x2, Y), MY, d. 
O1(j-l,#-l),h, x,y):-spcnt.Q’.r,(j-l,f(k--l),h,x,z),P’(j,k,h,z,y). 
Modifted exit rule: 
P’( j, k ht x, y) :- cnt.P’( j, S h, x), 4(x, Y). 
Goal rule: 
LTa, Y) :- M4 O,O, a, Y). 
(d) Rules for the query P( a, y )? 
Fig. 8. Modified and goal rules. 
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It is easy to see that the fixpoint computation of the modified rules should be 
stopped once the indices are returned to zero. 
4.3. Properties of the generalized counting method 
For the purpose of proving the correctness of the generalized counting method 
we can assume that all the datum predicts in D are defined by facts only. Database 
predicates are defined by a finite number of facts in D. We can also assume [29] 
that comparison predicates are defined by a (infinite) number of facts in B (possibly 
with complex arithmetic terms). Finally, all the rules used in defining derived 
predicates in D can be replaced by the set of facts that can be inferred using said 
rules, without changing the answer to the given query Q. In this framework, we can 
focus on the fixpokt-based semantics of the original program vi&vis that of the 
program produced by the Generalized Counting Method. 
Let Q = (G, LP, 0) be a query as before and let H be the Herbrand universe of 
LPu D (in general, H is infinite and contains complex terms). Consider a fact R(a) 
where u is a list .of bound arguments. A derivation tree for R(a) is defined as follows. 
Each node of the tree is a fact whose predicate symbol appears in LPu D and the 
root is R(a). Every non-leaf node (say N )is labelled by a rule (say ri) in LP whose 
head predicate symbol is equal to that of the node. Besides, N has as many children 
as predicates in the body of ri, each child being a fact with the symbol of the 
corresponding predicate. Every leaf node either is a fact in D (datum node) or is 
labelled by an exit rule ri with empty body. Every node N labelled by a rule ri is 
solved in ri, thus there is an assignment of all variables in ri to the elements of H 
such that, after replacing the variables with the assigned terms, the head predicate 
equals N and every predicate in ttz body (if any) is equal to the corresponding 
child of N. Such a variable assignment is called a solving assignment for N. 
We say that R(a) is inferred from LPu D if there is a (finite) derivation tree for 
R(a). It also turns out that every fact in a derivation tree is inferred from LPu D 
as well. 
Let Q = (G(x), LP, D) be a query, where x is a list of arguments. The set of 
answers of Q is the set of all facts G(a) such that u is a list of bound arguments, 
G(a) is inferred from LPu D, and G(x) unifies with G(a). 
Two queries are equivalent if they have the same set of answers. Let Q = (G, LP, D) 
be a query that has the binding-passing property and let Q = (G, D, D) be the 
modified query produced by the generalized counting method. We now show that 
Q and Q are equivalent. To this end, we need to introduce some notation and four 
technical emmata. 
Let a be a list of arguments’ and let S be a set of indices denoting some of these 
arguments. Then as denotes the list of all arguments of u indexed by S and as- 
’ From now on, we use bold italic letters to denote lists of arguments. Moreover, we use the first 
letters of the alphabet to denote bound arguments. 
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denotes all the others. For instance, if u = (a, b, c, d, e) and S = (1,3,4}, then 8 = 
(a, c, d) and as- = (b, e). 
A fact whose symbol is that of a c-predicate or a modified c-predicate is called 
a c-fact. A fact whose symbol is that of a counting predicate or a supplementary 
counting predicate is called counting fact and supplementary counting fact respec- 
tively. 
Lemma 4.1. Let Q = (G, LP, D) be a query that has the binding-passing property and 
let Q = (G, B, D) be the modified query produced by the Generalized Counting Method. 
If RS(j: 12, h, b) is a c-fact inferred from mu D, then any derivation tree of 
RS(i & h, b) contains a counting fact cnt.RS(i $, $, a). 
Proof. We carry out the proof by induction on the number of c-facts appearing in 
the derivation tree of R”( i k, 6, b). 
Basis of the induction: only one c-fact in the tree. This c-fact coincides with the 
root, i.e., RS(j, k, 6, b). Since only a modified rule in m can unify with a modified 
c-predicate and since modified recursive rules have c-predicates in their body, the 
root is labelled by a modified exit rule, say 
R’(j, k, h, u) :- cnt.RS(j, k, h,x), WI,. . . , Ws. 
Hence, by the definition of a derivation tree, one of the children of RS(i k, h, b) 
is a counting fact cnt.RS(i k 6, a). 
Induction step: The lemma holds whenever aderivation tree has less than s c-facts, 
where s > 1. We now show that it also holds when the derivation tree has s c-facts. 
Let us denote this tree by DT. Since s > 1, the root RS(i k, h, b) of DT is labelled 
by a modified recursive rule, say ti, 
RS( j, k, h, u) :- spcnt.RS.ri( j, k, h, t), Pa, a . l , &,-I, WI,. . . , Wqw 
We recall that the supplementary counting predicate may be missing. Furthermore, 
the three indices for the c-predicate pV, 0 sv<p-l,arej+&kxm+iandhxp+v. 
Because of the definition of derivation tree, one of the children of the root is a 
c-fact corresponding to &, 9 say P$(j+ 1, k^ x m + is 6 x p, c). The subtree rooted at 
this node is a derivation tree for it and contains less than s facts. Hence, by inductive 
hypothesis, there exists a counting fact cnt. P2( j?+ 1, k^ x m + i, 6 x p, 
and, then, in DT. 
Consider now the rule ri in LP associated to i?i. We have that ri is 
whereQ*,...,Q, are the datum predicates olved by the variables in the S-arguments 
of R(t) and P,, 0 s v s p - 1 are the c-predicates corresponding to eV, 0 6 v 6 p -_ 1. 
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Clearly, since p A B 1, there is an arc from RS to P$J with label [ri, 01. The associated 
counting rule is 
cnt.P>(j+l,mXk+i,pXh,y) :- cnt.RS(j,Sh,x),Q1,...,Q,. 
Considering the structure of the indices, this rule is the only one that can label the 
counting fact cnt. P3($- 1, k^ x m + i, 6 x p, d). It follows that one of the children of 
this node is a counting fact with predicate symbol cnt.RS and indices i e h^. Hence, 
a counting fact cnt. RS(;‘: c 6, a) is in DT and this concludes the proof. Cl 
Lemma 4.2. Let Q = (G, LP, D) be a query that has the binding-passing property and 
whose binding graph M, is reduced. Let 6 = ( G, LP, D) be the modified query produced 
by the generalized counting method. Let RS be a strongly reduced node of MO and let 
cnt.RS(j, c 6, a) be a counting fact inferred from LPv D. ?hen no other counting 
fact cnt.RS(i c 6,6) with a # 6 is inferred from LPv D., 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the depth of the derivation tree for 
cnt.RS(i, 6 $, u). The basis is a derivation tree where the only node is the root. 
Obviously, j - k^ = h^ = 0 and the proof is trivial. Suppose now that the lemma holds 
for every derivation tree with depth less than s, s > 0 (inductive hypothesis). Let 
DT be a derivation tree for cnt.RS(j: c 6, a) with depth equal to s. We now proceed 
by contradiction. Suppose that there is another counting fact cnt.RS(i 5 $, 6) with 
6 f ez that is inferred from LPu D. Let DT’ be any derivation tree for 
cnt.RS(j, & h’, 6). Because of the structure of the indices, the depth of DT’ is s and 
the roots of DT and DT’ are labelled by the same recursive counting rule, say the 
following rule Fi : 
cnt.RS( j’, k’, h’, x) :- cnt.PT( j’, k’, h’, y), Q1,. . . , Qr, 
where, by the definition of a strongly reduced node, Q1, . . . , Qr (if present) are 
comparison predicates. Therefore, the children of the root in both DT and DT’ are 
a counting fact (say cnt. P’(j: $6, c) and cnt. P’( 1: 6 6, d) respectively) and, poss- 
ibly, the nodes corresponding to the above comparison predicates. Since all the 
variables in the comparison predicates are bound by those in the arguments y and 
every variable in x appears in the body of 4 as well, 6 # u implies c f d. On the 
other hand, from the fact that RS is reduced and from the definition of strongly 
reduced node, it follows that PT is strongly reduced as well. So, by inductive 
hypothesis, c= d (contradiction). Therefore, 6 = IL and this concludes the proof. Cl 
Lemma 4.3. Let Q = (G, LP, D) be a query that has the binding-passing property and 
whose binding graph 6 M, Let 0 = (G, D, D) be the modijed query produced by the 
Generalized Countitig Methtid. men, for every c-fact R ‘( 1% 6, a) that is inferred 
from m w D, ihere exists a fact R (6) such that R (6 j is inferred from LP v D and 
(a) b= a $A& is not reduced, or 
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@I bs =c and bS-- - a, where cnt. R”( j, k 6, c) is a counting fact inferred from 
DU D if M, is reduced. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of c-facts in the derivation tree of 
RS(i & $, a). 
Basis of the induction: only one c-fact in the derivation tree- Hence, the only 
c-fact is the root, i.e., RS(jT 6 & a), and it is labelled by a modified exit rule 6 in 
Lp say, 
Rs(j9 S h, 4 :- cnt.RS( j, k, h, x), W,, . . . , Wq. 
Therefore, one of the children of the root is a counting fact with indices i k and 
3, say cnt.RD(i k, $, c). We now modify this tree as follows. We remove the subtree 
rooted at this counting fact. Besides, we replace the root RS(i $, 6, a) with R(b), 
where b = a if MO is not reduced or bS = c and bS- = a if MQ is reduced. On the 
other hand, the leaf nodes corresponding to W, , . . . , Wq remain unchanged. 
Obviously, such nodes are facts in W. Finally, we label the root of the new tree after 
the corresponding exit rule rj in the original program LP. In order to show that the 
so-obtained tree is actually a derivation tree for R(b), we have to prove that there 
is a solving assignment for R(b) in ri. Consider the solving assignment # for 
RS(i c 6, a) in 4. By construction, the set of all variables appearing in 4 but the 
index variables j, k, h is equal to the set of all variables in ri. Therefore, the restriction 
of 4 to all variables in pi but j, k; h is a solving assignment for R(b) in rj. It follows 
that the modified tree is a derivation tree for R(b), thus R(b) is inferred from LP u W. 
Induction step: the lemma holds for any derivation tree with less than s c-facts, 
where s > 1 (inductive hypothesis). We prove that it also holds for derivation tree 
with s c-facts. Let us assume that a derivation tree DT for RS( j, & h: a) contains s 
c-facts. Hence, the root is labelled by a modified recursive rule, say the following 
rule pi 
Rs(j, k, k, ~3 :- spcnt.RS.ri( j, k, h, z), &, . . . k,‘,_, , W,, . . . , Wq- 
The original rule in LP is ri 
R(t) :- 91,.~=,Qr,P~,=~.,P~-,,W,,...,Wq= 
We recall that if the list z of supplementary counting variables is empty, then the 
supplementary counting predicate is missing. Furthermore, the three indices for the 
c-predicate fiV, 0 dvdp-l,aaej+l, kxm+iand hxp+v. WemodifyDTintoa 
new tree DT’ as follows. The possible subtree rooted at the node corresponding to 
spent. Rs.ri( j, k, h, t) is pruned, whereas the leaf nodes corresponding to W, , . . . , Ws 
remain unchanged. The other children of R”( j, i, $, a) are the c-facts corresponding 
to& ,..., &-,. For every &, 0 s u G p - 1, the sibtree rooted at the corresponding 
c-fact, say PZ;( 3+ 1, k x m + i, h^ x p + zf, d), contains a counting fact cntJ+( 3+ 
1, k x m + i, 6 x p + v, e) by Lemma 4.1. We replace this subtree by a derivation tree 
for PJf) from EPu W, where f = d if MQ is not reduced, or f T = e and f T = 
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MQ is reduced. By the inductive hypothesis, this derivation tree exists. To complete 
DT’, we only need to modify the root of DT and to add leaf nodes corresponding 
to the datum predicates Q1, . . . , Qr. To this end, we distinguish two possible cases: 
Case 1: the binding graph MO is reduced. The derivation tree DT contains the 
counting fact cnt.R3( j?+ 1, k^ x m + i, h^ x p, e). This node is labelled by the recursive 
le associated to the arc from RS to POT, with label [ris 01; thus, 
cnt.poTb(j+I,m~k+i,pxh,y) :- cnt.RS(j,Sh,x),Q ,,..., Qr. 
The children of this node are the leaf nodes corresponding to Q1, . . . , 0, and a 
counting fact with predicate symbol cnt.RS and indices T, k^ and h: say 
cnt. Rs( f, & i, c). Obviously, this counting fact is inferrred from pu D. Wz replace 
the root ‘(fi & $, a) with R(b), where bS = c and bS- = a. Finally, we add the 
above leaf nodes corresponding to Q1,. . . , Q,. into DT’ as children of the root. 
Case 2: the binding graph M, is not reduced. Hence, the body of 6 contains 
e spcnt.RS.r,( j, S h, t). Then we consider the child node of RS(i &, 6, a), 
corresponding to the supplementary counting predicate. This node is labelled by 
the following supplementary counting rule: 
spcnt.r+RS( j, S h, t) :- cnt.RS( j, k, h, x), 91,. . . , Qr. 
We proceed as for Case 1; so we single out a counting fact cnt.RS(i &, i, c) and 
we add the leaf nodes corresponding to Q, , . . . , Qr into DT’ as children of the root. 
Finally, we replace the root RS(i k 6, a) with R(b); where b = a. 
In both cases, we label the new root by the recursive rule ri in LP. Since all leaf 
children of the root are in D by construction and since all other children are root 
of derivation (sub)trees, we only need to prove that the root R(b) is solved in rim 
ave to construct a solving assignment 4 for the variables in ri. Let 6 be 
the solving assignment for ~7, “(j$i, &, a) in 6. Let Vti be the set of all variables in 
r:: but the index variables j, k, h, and let Vii be the set of all variables in ri. Obviously, 
V, s Vri. We set d) ( Vq) = 4 ( V,). Let us now consider the nodes of DT corresponding 
to the supplementary count kg predicate (if present) and to &he counting facts of 
P,,, 0 s v s p - 1. We denote the solving assignments for these nodes by spcnt.4 and 
cnt.&, 0 s v s p - 1 respectively. The following three cases are possible: 
Case 1: MQ is not redxed. Hence, the body of i?i contains the predicate 
spent. R’.r,( j, k, h, z). Since 311 variables in Vri - V, appear in the supplementary 
le, we can set c$( Vri - V,) = spcnt.&( Vri - V,). So, we have defined an 
for all variables in ri. We have that ri differs from i?i only because the 
atesQ,,...,Qr are replaced with the supplementary counting predicate 
the c-predicates in r’ (both in the head and in the body) have three 
additional arguments (i.e., the index arguments). Then, after replacing every variable 
Y with 4(y), the c-predicates in the body of ri and the datum predicates W, , . . . , Wq 
are equal to the corresponding children of R(b), and the head c-predicate is equal 
). Furthermore, since the supplementary variables in the rule ti and in the 
supplementary counting rule are the same by construction, it is easy to see that, for 
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G(x) = spcnt.4(x). 
ri are equal to the 
It thus follows that 
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each variable x in the supplementary counting predicate of 6, 
Hence, also the datum predicates Q, , . . . , Qr in the body of 
corresponding child nodes of R(b) after variable replacements. 
R(b) is solved in ri and therefore, it is inferred from LP D. 
I 
Case 2: MQ is reduced and either there are unreduced variables in the rule ri or 
ri contains more than one c-predicate in its body (A, p > 1). We need the following 
claim. 
Claim 4.4. For every u, 1 s u < p - 1, cnt.&,= cnt.& and ifthe supplementary counting 
predicate xists in the body of ?i, cnt.& = spcnt.4. 
Proof. By definition of reduced binding graph, we have that 
(a) RS is strongly reduced, and 
(b) no database predicate in ri is solved by B,, where Bs is the set of all variables 
appearing in the head of ri. 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, there is exactly one counting fact with indices i & h^ and 
predicate symbol cnt. RS, say cnt. R ‘( i k!, $, c). Consider now the nodes in DT 
corresponding to the supplementary counting predicate (if present) and to the 
counting predicates of PO, . . . 3 Pp+. Since the counting rules and the supplementary 
counting rule defining these predicates have the same body by construction, the 
children of each of the above nodes are a counting fact with indices $, $ h^ and with 
predicate symbol cnt. RS, i.e., cnt. R ‘( i 4 6, c) and r nodes corresponding to the 
solved datum predicates Q1, . . . , Qr (r 20). Since no database predicate in ri is 
solved by B,, if Q1,. . . , Qr are present in ri, then they are comparison predicates. 
It is then easy to see that all of the above nodes have the same children and, 
therefore, the statement of the claim holds. q 
We continue the proof of the lemma by setting 4( Vri - Vti) = cnt.&( Vri - I$). We 
now show that 4 is a solving assignment for R(b) in ri. Obviously, after replacing 
every variable y with 4(y), the c-predicate PO and the datum predicates W, , . . . , Wq 
are equal to the corresponding children of R( 6). Let us now consider all other 
predicates in ri : 
(a): the head predicate R(t) or a datum predicate Q, 1 s t s r, in the body of ri. 
If all variables in Qt and in the S-arguments of R(t) are in Vri - V,, then it is 
immediate to see that Q, equals the corresponding child of R(b), and R(t) equals 
R(6) after replacing every variable y in ri with 4(y). Suppose now that some variable 
of Q, or of the S-arguments of R( t)9 say X, appears in VF~. Then x is an unreduced 
variable and appears as an argument of the supplementary counting predicate of 
Ei. We have that G(X) = spcnt.4(x) by the definition of a derivation tree and 
spcnt&(x) = cnt&(x) by Claim 4.4. Hence, since E(x) = 4 (x) by conAuction, 
#(x) = cnt.@,(x) and again Q, equals the corresponding child of R(b), and R(t) 
equals R(b) after replacing every variable y in rj with 4(y). 
(b) : a c-predicate P,, 0 s Y 6 p - f . Consider any variable x in the TV-arguments 
of P,. If x is in Vri - Vsi, then 4(x) = cnt.&(x). But either v =O or cnt.ddJd = 
cnt.&(x) by Claim 4.4, SO 4(x) = cnt.&(x). On the other hand, if x is in vci, then 
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x is an unreduced variable and appears as an argument of the supplementary 
counting predicate of 6. We have that #5(x) = spcnt.&x) by the definition of a 
derivation tree and spcnt.4 (x) = cnt.&(X) = cnt.&( x) by Claim 4.4. Since d(x) = 
cnt.&(x) by construction, 4(x) = cnt.&(X), and then & equals the corresponding 
child of R(b) after replacing every variable y in rj with 4(y). 
In sum, 0 is a solving assignment for R(b) in ri and, therefore, R(b) is inferred 
from LPu D. 
Case 3: A4Q is reduced and there are no unreduced variables in ri and ri contains 
exactly one c-predicate in its body. IIence, every variable x that appears in 
Q I,***, Qr, in the S-arguments of R(t), or in the T,-arguments of PO is in Vri - VFi; 
so d(x) = cnt.&(x). It follows that 4 is a solving assignment for R(b) in rj and, 
therefore, R(b) is inferred from LPu D. This concludes the proof. Cl 
Lemma 4.5. Let Q = (G, LP, D) be a query that has the binding-passing property and 
whose binding graph is MQ. Let Q = (G, m, D) be the modijed query produced by 
the Generalized Counting Method. Let cnt.RS(T, &, $, a) be a counting fact that is 
inferred from mu D and let R(b) be a c-fact that is inferred from LP u D such that 
bS = Q. Then the c-fact RS(i & h, c) is inferred from mu D, where b = c if M, is not 
reduced, or bS- = c if M, is reduced. 
Proof. We carry out the proof by induction on the number of c-facts in the derivation 
tree DT of R(b). 
Basis of the induction: There is only one c-fact in DT. Then this c-fact is the root 
R(b) that is labelled by an exit rule in LP, say the following rule ri 
R(u) :- W,,..., Wq. 
The corresponding modified exit rule in p is the following rule 4 : 
mj, k h, 4 :- cnt.R’(j, k, h, x), WI,. . . , Wq. 
We construct a derivation tree DT for RS(i c h, c) as follows. RS(i 6 h: c) is the 
root and is labelled by i?i. The facts corresponding to W, , . . . , Wq in DT are added 
to DT as children of the root. Moreover, the non-leaf child cnt.R’(i $6, a) is 
added. Since this fact is inferred from mu D by hypothesis and the leaf facts are 
obviously in D, we only have to show that there is a solving assignment for 
RS(i &, h: c) in 5. But ri and 6 have the same variables (besides indices); so the 
solving assignment for R(b) in ri is also a solving assignment for RS( i3 $ i, c) in $ 
Inductive step: the lemma holds whenever DT has less than s c-facts, where s > 1 
(inductive hypothesis). We prove that it also holds when DT has s c-facts. Say that 
the root of DT is labelled by ri where ri is the following recursive rule: 
The corresponding modified recursive rule in p is the following rule fi : 
Rs(j, k, h, u) :- spcnt.RS.ri( j, k, h, t), eO, . 1 . , &_, , W, , . . . , VV& 
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The supplementary counting predicate (if present) is defined by the following 
supplementary counting rule: 
spcnt+R’(j, k, h, z) :- cnt.RS(j, k, h,x), Q1,. . . ,Qr. 
The counting set associated to every fiV, 0 e Y s p - 1, is defined by the following 
recursive counting rule: 
cnt.P>(j+l, mxk+i,pxh+u,y) :- cnt.RS(j,k, h,x), Q1 ,..., 0,. 
Hence, it is easy to see that, using the solvk assignment 4 for 
hypvdhesis that cnt.RS(i c 6, a) is inferred from LPu 0, it is possible to infer the 
facts 
spcnt.ri.R’(i, &, 6, a) and cnt.PF$j’?+ 1, m x k+ i, p x h+ v, e) 
such that, for each Py, 0~ v sp - 1, fTv = e, where f are the arguments of the node 
in DT corresponding to Py. Hence, by inductive hypothesis, the c-facts P$( j+ 1, m x 
i+ i, p x h+ v, g), where fc - g, are inferred from mu D. We can now construct 
a derivation tree m for RS(j, k 6, c) using the supplementary fact 
spcnt.ri.RS(j, $, 6, d), the c-facts P?(j^+ 1, m x k+ i, p x h+ v, g), and the nodes of 
DT corresponding to WI, . . . , Wq. We have that every variable in 6 (except indices) 
is also in ri. Moreover, all children of RS(j, k, 6, c) were generated using the solving 
assignment 4 for R(B). So 4 is also a solving assignment for RS( T, $6, c). Finally, 
all children of this root are either in D or are inferred from mu D. It follows that 
DT is a derivation tree, and then Rs( i k, h, c) is inferred from Du D. Cl 
Theorem 4.6. Let Q = (G, LP, D) be a query that has the binding-passing property and 
let Q = (G, D, D) be the modified queryproduced by the Generalized Counting Method. 
lhen Q and Q are equivalent. 
Proof. Let M, be the binding graph of Q and let ta be the bound arguments in G, 
denoted by S. We first show that any answer of Q, say G(b), is also an answer of 
Q. Considering the goal rule in m, also GS(O, 0, 0, c) is inferred from mu D, 
where b = c if M, is not reduced, or bS = II and bs- = cc if M, is reduced. By Lemma 
4.3_ G(B) is inferred from LPu D, i.e., it is an answer of Q. 
Let us now prove that any answer G(b) of Q is also an answer of Q. Obviously, 
cnt.Gs(O, 0, 0, Q) is inferred from pu D. Hence, by Lemma 4.5, GS(O, 0, 0, c) is 
inferred from vu D, where 6 = c if MQ is not reduced, or bS = Q and bS- = c if 
M, is reduced. Considering the goal rule, also G(b) is inferred from Du D, i.e., 
it is an answer of Q. El 
The next result shows that counting and modified rules can be generated efficiently. 
Proposition 4.7. Let Q = (G, LP, D) be a query such that Q has the binding-passing 
property and there is a bound on the arity of the predicates in LP. Then the Generalized 
Counting Method constructs the modijed query Q = (G, D, D) in time linear in the 
size of LP and G. 
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Proof. Clearly, once the binding graph has been constructed and it has been checked 
whether or not it is reduced, every rule in m can be generated in time linear in the 
size of some rule in LP or of G. Moreover, the same rule in LP can be used at most 
O(2’) times, where k is the maximum predicate arity in LP, to generate rules in 
B. Hence, 0 can be constructed in time 0(2k x s + g) time, where s and g are the 
size of LP and G respectively. If k is bound, then the generalized counting method 
works in linear time in s and g. El 
As today, we still lack a general framework that allows us to characterize the 
performance of the various methods r;roposed for the compilation of recur&z 
predicates. However, a clear understanding of the behavior of these methods has 
emerged from the study of typical examples [7] or of a particular class of queries 
[IS]. These examples trongly suggest that the counting method is superior to the 
others (in terms of database accesses and computational steps required), particularly 
in situations that do not require the elimination of duplicates. Thus, the method is 
ideally suited for situations involving function symbols, where a new term is 
generated at each step in the fixpoint computations (either by adding some level of 
nesting in the structure or by removing some). Recursive predicates uch as append- 
ing two lists, extracting all the elements of a list, searching and manipulating tree 
structures, etc. are ideal candidates for the Generalized Counting Method. 
Our confidence in the ability of the Generalized Counting Method to deal with 
recursive predicates with function symbols is reinforced by the authors’ experience 
with Prolog and the observation that the generalized counting can be implemented 
to emulate Prolog very closely. To illustrate this point let us consider the two fixpoint 
computati-ans prescribed by the Generalized Counting Method. A possible 
implementation strategy consists of computing all counting set and supplementary 
counting sets values before going into the fixpoint computation of the modified 
rules (a strategy similar to that used in implementing magic sets [S, 6,191). However, 
a modified exit rule with a certain index value, can be fired as soon as the counting 
set value for that particular index value is obtained. Assuming that no duplicate 
elimination is needed, the overall strategy then becomes quite similar to that of 
Prolog (and also to that of [ 111). However, the Generalized Counting Method also 
allows us to use different implementations of joins (including, e.g., a sort-merge 
join) since it does not imply a one-tuple-at-the-time join strategy, and the top-down 
binding propagation is independent from the ordering of rules and goals. 
4.4. Simplijica tions and eut2nsions 
A number of simplifications of the overall Generalized Counting Method can be 
introduced to deal with various subcases. 
Single recursive de 
When there is a single recursive rule, the second index remains constant and can 
be eliminated (see, for instance, Fig. 7(a)). 
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Single c-predicate in
When there is a 
remains constant an 
ate in the body of every rule, the third index 
ated (see Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)). 
supplementary counting rules might share the same solved 
in Fig. 7, the comparison predicates are evaluated in both 
the counting rules in the supplementary counting ones; this duplicate work 
general solution to Gris problem consists in introducing an 
mputes both the bound arguments and the supplementary 
counting variables. en, the counting and special counting predicates can simply 
t predicate by projecting out variables not needed in the 
specific ease. 
Arbitrary datum tes 
As previously oned delum predicates need not be restricted to database and 
comparison predicates; all that is required is that these predicates can be solved 
independently of th cursive strong component under consideration. For instance, 
the technique pres d in [29] can be used to deal effectively with nonrecursive 
rules, possibly containing function symbols. Said technique provides a generalization 
of the binding pro ion rules described in Section 3.1 l 
Let us now turn e problem of determining whether ecursive predicates (not 
in the same recursi strong component as our c-predicates) can be used as solved 
datum predicates. is is tantamount o determining whether the corresponding 
goal in the rule can be solved for the given set of bindings. To this end, we can 
again apply the eralized Counting Method. Take, for instance, a query 
6: MG(L,, La, JO, fined against a logic program consisting of the rules of Figs. 2 
and 3 combined. Th , in order to solve this query, we shall also have to solve the goal 
G2: CI < C,, where CI alsJ C, stand for arbitrary constants. Thus we get the modified 
set of rules of Fig. 9 (since we only have one recursive rule we only use one index). 
Finally, we need to link the rules of Fig. 9 with the last counting ruie of Fig. 7(b). 
This can, for instance, be accomplished by redefining the goal x C xl of Fig. 7(b) 
as follows: 
xcx, :- assert(cnt.@(O, x, x,)), <‘s2(0). 
(This is a rather coarse solution, presented here only as a quick illustration on how 
things could function; a more refined solution is given in [S].) 
Trivial modified rules 
It is easy to see that the only function of the modified recursive rule in Fig. 9, is 
to decrement the index to zero one step at a time. We can thts dispense with this 
rule and write a new modified goal: 
G: cnt. C I*‘(_ 9 x, s(x))? 
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G: Cl<C2? 
Lp: 
r,: xcs(y):-xcy. 
r1: xc s(x). 
Binding graph 
Counting rules: 
cnt.C’*2(0, Cl, C2) 
cnt.<‘*‘(j+ 1, x, y) :- cnt.<‘*2(j, x, s(y)) 
Supplementary counting rules: None. 
Modified rules and goal: 
<*~2(j) :- cnt.<‘s2(j, x, s(x)). 
cQ(j- 1) :- <‘J(j). 
e: <‘*2(O)? 
Fig. 9. Implementation of the “less-than” rules of Fig. 3. 
We have thus eliminated the second fixpoint computation (tail recursion); moreover, 
we can also drop the index from the counting set computation. 
Symmetrically, it is easy to identify many situations where the counting set 
computation becomes trivial and can be eliminated. Therefore, the counting method 
also supplies a good framework for identifying simple cases where recursive queries 
with constants can be implemented safely and efficiently by a single fixpoint [l]. 
5. Safety of queries 
A safe query is one that generates only a finite number of answers. Safety for 
recursive queries with function symbols is undecidable; thus the best a person can 
do is to provide suqicient conditions that cover the cases of practical interests. Our 
domain of interest consists of recursive queries having the binding-passing properties 
for which we want to ensure that our methods terminate. Note that the Generalized 
Counting Method recasts the original query Q into two fixpoint computations: the 
counting set computation and the modiJied c-predicate computation. Whenever both 
these computations terminate in a finite number of steps, we shall say that the 
Generalized Counting Method is safe w.r. t. to the query Q. 
The first condition for a query to be safe is that every step of the fixpoint 
computation can be carried out in a finite amount of time, thus the relational algebra 
expression associated to a single rule is effectively computed. In this case, we say 
that a query is sivlgle-step safe. In dealing with the problem of single-step safety we 
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see that we have to handle two possible sources of unsafe behaviour. One is dangling 
variables, i.e., variables appearing in the head and not in the body. The second is 
datum predicates, such as comparison predicates, that are safely solved only when 
certain arguments are bound (obviously, database predicates corresponding to finite 
database relations are always safely solved). Sufficient conditions for the solvability 
of rules containing comparison predicates were given in Section 3.1 in the course of 
the binding propagation analysis. Extensions of those conditions to other kinds 
of datum predicates, such as derived predicates, is possible but outside the scope of 
this paper. Here, instead, we give the conditions that allow us to infer the safety 
of the computation prescribed by the counting method from the fact that the only 
datum predicates are (finite) database predicates and comparison predicates. 
Let ri be a rule in LP and let I be an index set denoting arguments in the head 
predicate of rj. We say that ri is solved 6y I if all variables of ri are bound by 
B’ u B,u Bdr where B’ are all variables appearing in the I-arguments of the head 
predicate and Bc (respectively Bd) are the variables of all c-predicates (respectively, 
database predicates) in the body of ri. For instance, given I = {l}, all the rules of 
Figs. 1 and 6 as well as the recursive rules of Fig. 2 and the exit rule of Fig. 4 are 
solved by I whereas the exit rules of Fig. 2 and the recursive rule of Fig. 4 are not. 
The following result directly derives from the definition of variables made bound 
by a set of variables (see Section 3.1). 
Fact 5.1. Given a query Q = (G, LP, D), if every rule in LP is solved by S = 8, then 
Q is single-ste,- safe. 
We next show that the conditions for safety for the query generated by the 
Generalized Counting Method are much less restrictive, and that this is single-step 
safe in many cases when the original query is not. A query Q is said to be solved 
if it has the binding-passing property and, for each node RS of its binding graph, 
each (recursive or exit) rule ri such that the predicate symbol of its head is R is 
solved by S. Note that a solved query is not necessarily single-step safe. For instance, 
the query MG’** on the logic program of Fig. 2 is solved but not single-step safe. 
On the other hand, the corresponding query generated by the Generalized Counting 
Method is single-step safe. An example of a nonsolved query is given by the query 
R ’ on the logic program of Fig. 4. 
Proposition 5.2. Let Q = (G, LP, Q) be a query with the binding-passing property and 
Q the modified query constructed by the Generaked Counting Method. Then, 
(a) deciding whether or not Q is solved can be done in time linear in the size of LP 
and G; 
(b) if Q is solved, then Q is single-step safe. 
roof. (a): We observe that the algorithm, presented in the proof of 
3.1 for finding solved datum predicates, can be easily extended to perform the test. 
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(b): We consider the two sets of rules generated by the Generalized Counting 
Method as two separated logic programs EP1 and pZ, corresponding to the counting 
set computation and the modified c-predicate computation respectively. We observe 
that counting predicates and supplementary counting predicates are c-predicates in
p,; moreover, they are datum predicates in pZ. Let us first of all consider any 
(counting or supplementary counting) rule 6 in PI. Let & be associated to an arc 
leaving a node RS, labelled by a rule ri in LP. Since ri is solved by S by hypothesis 
and the S-arguments appear in the counting predicate in the body of ?i, it is easy 
to see that the rule ?i is solved by BS u Bd. But Bs are all variables appearing in 
the c-predicate in the body of k’i, i.e., the counting predicate. Hence, t; is solved by 
S = 0. It follows that p, is single-step safe by Fact 5.1. As a consequence, atevery 
(finite) step of the overall fixpoint computation of p, the derived relations corre- 
sponding to the counting and supplementary counting predicates are finite. There- 
fore, such predicates can be thought of as finite database predicates in mZ. Consider 
now a modified exit rule ?i in !& that is associated to an arc leaving a node RS 
and to an exit rule ri in LP. By hypothesis, ri is solved by S. Since all variables in 
the S-arguments of the head predicate of ri appear in the counting predicate in the 
body of 6, it is easy to see that 6 is solved by I =@. Let ?i be now a modified 
recursive rule in mZ that is associated to an arc leaving the node RS, whose label 
is a recursive rule ri in LP. Again, by hypothesis, ri is solved by S, i.e., all variables 
of ri are bound by BS u B, u Bd. Let B2 and B; be the set of all variables appearing 
in the c-predicates and in the database predicates of 6 respectively. By construction, 
all variables of ri as well as those of 4 are bound by BS u B6u B;I. On the other 
hand, we observe that if a variable x in BS is necessary to bind some variable in 
ii, then x is in the supplementary counting predicate of 6, i.e., in Ba. Therefore, Fi 
solved by I = 0. By Fact 5.1, 0 is a single-step safe. 0 
From now on, we only consider solved queries as input to the Generalized 
Counting Method. The following property follows immediately from the definitions. 
Proposition 5.3. The Generalized Counting Method is safe w.r. t. a solved query ifand 
only if the counting set fix-point computation converges in a finite number of steps. 
Proof. At every step of the modified c-predicate fixpoint computation, the three 
indices are decreased. Moreover, since the query is solved, by Proposition 5.2, eve;ry 
step is executed in a finite amount if time. Hence, this computation terminates after 
a finite number of steps. Cl 
We now give a sufficient condition for the Generalized Counting Method to be 
safe, which appears to cover most of the situations of practical interest. 
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Term length 
The length of a term t, denoted 1 tl, is defined as follows: 
(a) if t is a constant, then 1 tl = 1; 
(b) if t =f(t ],..., t,J, then Itl=ltli+- l l +ltkl+l. 
This definition allows to determine the length of constant erms. When the terms 
contain variables, then we can express the length of the term in function of those 
of the variables. For instance, IX l xl = 1x1 + 1x1 + 1 = 214 + I. In general, there is no 
information on the actual length of x, except hat 1x13 1. Thus IX. xl 2 3. 
The length of a set of terms S is the sum of the lengths of all terms in S. For 
instance, the length of the bound arguments (i.e., x l y, x1 l yl) in rule r. of the MG 
example in Fig. 7 is 1x1 + ly I+ Ix,1 + ly,l+ 2. 
Arc length balance 
Let ( RS, PT) be an arc in the bindins graph with label [ rj, v]. The length balance 
associated with this arc is defined as the difference between the length of the bound 
arguments in the head of ri (i.e., those denoted by S) and the length of the bound 
arguments of the vth c-predicate in the body (i.e., the arguments denoted by T). 
For instance, the length balance for the arc labelled [r,, O] in the binding graph of 
Fig. S(b) is 
A lower-bound of the arc length balance can be obtained by replacing the length 
of the variables by the lower bound of their length if the coefficient is positive, or 
by the upper bound if the coefficient is negative. For instance, in the previous 
example, a lower bound of the arc length balance is 2 since the variable x has length 
1 or greater. 
Cycle length balance 
Given a cycle of the binding graph, the length balance associated to it is defined 
as the sum of the length balances of its arcs. A lower bound of the cycle length 
balance can be obtained as the sum of the lower bounds of the arc length balances. 
Theorem 5.4. Let Q be a solved query. If the length balance associated with every cycle 
in the binding graph of Q is positive, then the Generalized Counting Method is safe 
w. r. t. Q. 
Proof. Let s be the length of the arguments in the predicate of the counting exit 
rule. The first rule fired by the counting set fixpoint computation is the counting 
exit rule. Since this rule is actually a fact, the argument length of the counting 
predicate is a constant, say s. Every step of the fixpoint computation is carried out 
in a finite amount of time because of Proposition 5.2. Furthermore, at every cycle 
of the recursion, the length s is decreased because of the condition of the theorem. 
Hence, the recursion of the counting set fixpoint computation is “well-founded” in 
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the sense that some argument length will eventually become 0 and no more recursion 
cycles will be possible. It follows that the counting set fixpoint computation termin- 
ates. By Proposition 5.3, the Generalized Counting Method is safe w.r.t. Q. 0 
Thus, the Generalized Counting Method is safe w.r.t. the query MG’** on the 
logic program of Fig. 2 and w.r.t. the query < ‘** on the logic program of Fig. 3. 
We note that testing the condition of Theorem 5.4 may require exponential time 
in the size of the binding graph. However, this is not a big problem since binding 
graphs aave a very small number of cycles in many practical cases. The real limitation 
is the actual applicability of the theorem since there are many cases where more 
elaborated or completely different techniques for testing safety must be used. 
Neverthelesss, our belief is that Theorem 5.4 can be very useful in many typical 
situations of recursive rules with function symbols, such as appending two lists and 
searching and manipulating trees and lists. 
A simple extension of Theorem 5.4 is the following. If the arc length balance 
computed over all bound arguments i not positive, one may try to find a subset of 
the bound arguments for which it is. It is easy to see that this is also a sufficient 
condition for safety. More complex situations arise when the cycle length balance 
depends upon the lengths of variables, which is in turn determined by other 
predicates (including recursive ones)~ An interesting technique to deal with some 
of these cases is given in i23,25]. For variables that belong to some database 
predicate, it is often reasonable to assume that their length is 1. This additional 
assumption enables one to infer the safety of the counting method applied to the 
following example, where Q is a database relation with no function symbols in the 
second solumn: 
P(b- bmx)? 
P(ba bmx) :- 06, Y ), Pb 9 Y 1. 
P(b). 
Finally, there are situations uch as those of examples of Figs. 1 and 6, where all 
the solved predicates are database predicates, and the arc balance is null. Therefore, 
there is no a priori assurance that duplicates cannot occur in the computation of 
the counting sets. Even for these situations, if the underlying database is known to 
be acyclic, the Generalized Counting Method remains afe and efficient [171. When 
the acyclicity of the underlying database cannot be guaranteed, two solutions 
are possik*le. The first is to use methods uch as the magic set [S] and minimagic 
method [181 that have a built-in check for and eliminatian of duplicates. The second 
approach consists of starting with the computation of generalized counting sets 
while checking for dupiications. If duplicates how up, then one will fall back on 
the magic set method. This hybrid approach, known as magic counting is described 
in [17,19]. 
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6. Conclusion 
We have presented a new method, named generalized counting, that is very 
efficient (see the evaluation in [7,13]) and appears particularly useful in dealing 
with recursive rules containing function symbols. The method implements recursive 
queries by two fixpoint computations. The first propagates the initial bindings into 
the recursive loop, while the second solves the remaining goals and constructs the 
desired answer. The method is applicable to arbitrary recursive predicates, including 
those featuring mutual recursion and nonlinear recursion. 
The paper also discussed the application of the method to solve nested recursive 
predicates (a further extension of the Generalized Counting Method for handling 
such kind of queries is given in [8]). A sufficient condition for the finiteness of the 
fixpoint computations was finally given; although quite simple, this condition seems 
adequate for many common cases involving recursive predicates with function 
symbols. It thus appears that the Generalized Counting Method provides a very 
valuable tool towards compiling pure logic programs with good performance and 
an a priori guarantee of termination. 
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